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 Next generation communication technologies aim to use broadband and/or high frequency 
systems for commercial communications, including utilizing mmWave frequencies and ultra-wide 
bands. Channel modeling at these frequencies is currently the focus of extensive measurement 
campaigns. Application of the Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method at mmWave 
frequencies is suitable for modeling the broadband system, but several challenges remain between 
it and practical implementation.  
 This thesis shows practical, simple GPU implementations suitable for FDTD modeling 
using MATLAB for accelerating large problems, such as those found at mmWave frequencies. 
Additionally, it’s shown that transfer functions can be utilized within the FDTD method to allow 
for simulation of arbitrary length signals within ordinary simulation times, that can achieve better 
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INTRODUCTION TO FDTD AND CHANNEL MODELING 
 The next generation of communications technology is aiming in part to exploit higher 
frequency bands for commercial communications than are currently in use. In particular, 
mmWaves frequencies are being investigated to deal with increasingly crowded spectrum and the 
higher data rates needed to support next generation technologies. These frequencies, starting from 
~30GHz and up, offer the possibility of multi-gigahertz bandwidth and the associated data rates, 
but have a number of currently unresolved practical challenges from being implemented. Among 
these, understanding the wireless channels that will be faced at these frequencies is forefront, in 
order to determine system parameters for reliable communications in a variety of environments. 
Propagation models that are useful at low frequencies (< 6GHz) are not expected to be applicable 
at mmWaves frequencies. Materials, scatterers, and hardware effects will all play larger roles than 
before in understanding the propagation channel. The possibility of antenna arrays instead of 
traditional omni-directional antennas will also change assumptions regarding the wireless channel. 
Understanding the wireless channel will be critical moving forward to developing reliable, robust, 
and accurate models for mmWaves frequencies. This thesis explores the finite difference time 
domain (FDTD) method and its application for tackling mmWave channel modeling. Some 
limitations of the FDTD with regards to electrically large problems are noted. First, the 
computational complexity can become problematic for large problems – in chapter two, a 
MATLAB based GPU set is introduced that allows for dramatic speedup compared to an ordinary 
CPU implementation. GPU programming in an easy and straightforward manner will be important 
for allowing non-FDTD or CUDA experts to investigate electrically large problems, such as might 
be needed for channel modeling.  
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 The second issue is a fundamental limitation of the FDTD method – the very small time 
steps that will be present at high frequencies makes direct modeling of communications signals 
impractical. Being able to directly model modulated signals, such as quadrature amplitude 
modulation (QAM), binary phase shift keying (BPSK), etc. using different filters is of great asset 
to understanding the degradation of a modulated signal in a real channel. Chapter three shows how 
simply calculable transfer functions can accurately predict any response in the FDTD grid to within 
some error level. Chapter four shows application of the technique to calculating the error vector 
magnitude (EVM) within channels of practical interest.  
1.1 The Finite Difference Time Domain Method  
The (FDTD) method is central to the thesis, and it is useful to understand it’s derivation in 
part. This method is based on finite difference stencils to approximate the space and time 
derivatives in the differential form of Maxwell’s Equations. For instance, the derivative  can be 
approximated by  
��(�)�� = �(� + 1) − �(� − 1)Δ� + �(Δ� ) 
Thus, we can take 
�×� = − ��� � →  −� ��� � 
which for the � component yields  
−� ���� = ��� � − ��� �  
Following the more derivation in [2], we obtain  
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� = �ℎ�ℎ ∗ �� + �ℎ��� ∗ � (�, �, � + 1) − � (�, �, �) + �ℎ���  � (�, � + 1, �) − � (�, �, �)   
With �ℎ�ℎ, �ℎ���, �ℎ��� coefficient updating matrices. A similar equation can be derived for 
every component of every field to yield the field values at points in time and space. A full and 
more detailed derivation is found in [2], which the MATLAB code in this thesis is based on. 
Chapter two will explore efficient GPU implementations of the FDTD, and chapters three and four 
show its application to channel modeling and error predictions.  
1.2 Channel Modeling 
The FDTD method has been used for channel modeling in a variety of applications, 
including high frequency ones. Several excellent references exist on using the FDTD for ultra-
wideband (UWB) modeling [24-25], in the 3-10GHz range, for calculating the channel response 
and performing other systems level modeling. The ability to provide wide-band frequency 
responses is of considerable value at mmWaves, where communications systems and hardware 
will have very broad responses. Being able to model these wideband systems using a single 
simulation is a considerable advantage, though the electrically large systems poses substantial 
complexity constraints. Depending on the system being modeled, different parameters of the 
channel might be of interest. The path loss describes how much power a receiving system can 
acquire at a location. The delay spread is a useful way to characterize the degree to which inter-
symbol interference can be expected. The error vector magnitude describes the quality of received 
data. Recently, more advanced models, such as those being considered by the 3GPP working group 
and others include taking into account angle of arrival of multipath components and their 
polarization characteristics [18]. The modeling for these complex channels require significant 
post-processed data from sophisticated measurements. Being able to directly simulate a broader 
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class of wireless channels (size, complexity) efficiently would be of great benefit in wireless 
modeling, as well as validation of measurements. A practical example of this can be seen in [15-
16]. Understanding how the EVM changes for an antenna depending on antenna orientation could 
be quite useful for point-to-point communications or on body-networks, but direct simulation of a 
communications signal in FDTD would be challenging. Chapters three and four show how the 
EVM can be calculated efficiently in the FDTD method using numerically calculated transfer 
functions. Since the error vector magnitude cannot be calculated in a direct way, attention is paid 
to the expected error that can be obtained in an FDTD simulation when using transfer functions to 
predict the channel response. Numerical experiments reveal signal differences of less than 10  
(−30��) can be expected, with much better errors obtainable depending on the computational 














MATLAB GPU-BASED ACCELERATION OF FINITE DIFFERENCE TIME DOMAIN 
CODE 
One way to handle large problems within finite difference time domain (FDTD) using 
parallel computing tool box (PCT) is to simply have faster processing. Parallel processing and 
GPU based computing are leading avenues for accelerating FDTD computation in order to handle 
computationally large problems in a reasonable amount of time. GPU based computing can be 
implemented using OpenCL, CUDA, etc. but these require specialized programming skills in order 
to correctly interface with the GPU, in addition to knowledge of the algorithm being implemented. 
This makes it inconvenient as a starting point for researchers, as valuable time must be spent 
writing and optimizing FDTD code in specific coding language. The MATLAB parallel computing 
toolbox (PCT) allows users to directly interface with an NVIDIA GPU of sufficient compute 
capability using the high-level language of MATLAB. This allows for programming in the 
relatively easy to understand MATLAB language to take advantage of the superior processing of 
GPU cards. The tradeoff is ease of programming is gained at the cost of speed compared with 
highly optimized implementations in the lower-level programming languages. Additionally, 
certain advanced features, such as shared memory, are not currently available in the high-level 
language. 
This chapter of the thesis examines the implementation of the (FDTD) method in 
MATLAB using the PCT on a GPU to achieve reasonable speedups in comparison with ordinary 
CPU based MATLAB FDTD code. Several different approaches that can be used to improve the 
code performance in general are shown in detail. Additionally, benchmarks are given on a variety 
of graphics cards, and the performance of different MATLAB versions and single/double 
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arithmetic implementations are compared. Two test cases are presented – one is a sphere with a 
near field excitation, while the other is a sphere with a far field excitation with the TF/SF method. 
The benchmark program is written in an automated way, so that future MATLAB versions and 
newer GPU cards can be profiled quickly and easily, and the optimal GPU code can be used for 
any given program version and card. Lastly, we note that the code is written in a somewhat ‘blind’ 
sense – further optimizations might be possible when considering hardware specific properties of 
a GPU, though the high-level interface makes this unlikely.  
2.1 MATLAB Benchmarking Methodology and CPU Performance 
A CPU implementation of the FDTD in MATLAB is used as a starting point for the evolution 
of the PCT code, and is available in [2]. The code is written in an efficient and vectorized fashion, 
and represents a solid benchmark against which to compare GPU code modifications. Each of the 
benchmark problems are run on the CPU code to compare with later PCT results. The important 
metric of the benchmarking is how fast the code performs in millions of cells per second (MCPS), 
which is defined as 
���� = �� ∗ �� ∗ �� ∗ ���������� ���� ∗ 10  
Which is usefully compared with the domain sizer in millions of cells (MC), defined as 
�� = �� ∗ �� ∗ �� ∗ 10  
Where ��, ��, �� are the number of nodes in each direction that comprise the FDTD grid, �  is 
the number of time steps that are performed in the FDTD simulation, and Execution Time is the 
time it takes for the FDTD simulation to run in seconds. In principal, a single timestep of the code 
once the problem is fully initialized is sufficient to achieve the benchmark. However, small 
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fluctuations in the code performance over time means that ideally, as many time steps as possible 
are performed before the code is stopped and the metric calculated in post-processing. Since the 
most computationally expensive problems will take a comparatively long time for any time-step, 
a tradeoff is ensured so that for any benchmarking, the code runs for at least 500 time steps. This 
ensures that any variation in the code performance from hardware/software is kept relatively small, 
and so the MCPS metric is well founded.  
 Important to note is that one-time initialization costs and any post-processing steps are not 
included in the benchmarking. The FDTD array creation process (building material matrices) and 
any other calculations that are performed before the main time-stepping loop of the algorithm are 
not included. In part, this is because optimization was focused on improvements in the time-
stepping loop, and the pre-initialization process can undoubtedly be optimized some – this is not 
essential, as the one-time costs associated with initialization are small relative to the FDTD time-
stepping. Additionally, for the GPU benchmarking, the time it takes to transfer arrays to the GPU 
from the CPU is not included. It’s worth noting that the CPU to GPU transfer can take a decent bit 
of time, although for any electrically large problem this will pale in comparison with the time-
stepping cost, and so true program-execution time will be longer than that given by the MCPS 
benchmark. Note that the initialization of the material arrays can be sped up by performing the 
calculations on a GPU (if only slightly) – which will also avoid transferring any significant data 
from CPU to GPU -  so the end result of including transferring time and initialization costs will 
favor GPU cards. Future work will focus on including these two competing processes on the 
overall performance.  
 Lastly, note that for any FDTD code, the time-marching loop is fastest when relatively few 
results are queried internally. Sampling sources, or calculating far-field powers on the fly, both 
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serve to reduce the speed of the time-marching loop. For the benchmarking here, far-field results 
are not asked for, and neither are sampling of sources, which will result in slightly reduced 
performance. All CPU benchmarking is performed on an Intel i7-4770 @3.4GHz, 4 hyper-
threaded compute cores. Different CPU architectures with different MATLAB versions can yield 
slightly different results.  
 To benchmark the MCPS metric as a function of problem size, a MATLAB program is 
written which takes as input a flag that selects one of the benchmark problem types, single or 
double precision, as well as an array that defines the number of Yee-cells that are used to discretize 
the sphere radius in the FDTD geometry. By increasing the sphere mesh density/ number of cells 
per wavelength, the computational size of the problem increases. The air buffer layers for the 
problem, as well as the number of CPML layers in each direction that terminate the domain, are 
kept constant. The program then loops through the array that defines the sphere radius density, as 
well as the two problem types if desired. A number of different modifications to the FDTD code 
are performed that each improve performance. However, as seen in [1], MATLAB code always 
has a degree of version dependence, and so the modifications presented here can be similarly 
subject. Thus, the program also loops over each of the primary modifications to the FDTD code. 
This ensures that for any GPU or MATLAB version, the optimal updating code is easy to identify.  
 For the comparison case, the CPU benchmarking is performed on the basic, unmodified 
FDTD code from [2], and ran through a 95MC problem size, with the restrictions note above. The 
benchmarking results are shown in Figure 2.1.  Note that the performance of the CPU is nearly 
constant over most of the problem size – very small problems have slightly slower performance, 
and there is a slight increase in throughput as the problem size increases. 
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The 95MC is chosen to be comparable with the results obtained using a GPU to be shown 
in later sections – even larger domains can be fit into the desktop memory. Note that at 95MC, the 
~12MCPS means that updating the entire domain takes ~8 seconds, so that a conservative 1000 
time step simulation takes approximately 2.2 hours. It is clear that this slow performance renders 
computationally large domains impractical for simulation studies without an increase in 
performance.  
 
Figure 2.1  Profiling of CPU code through 95MC problem size. Performance is essentially flat 
over the entire domain, though larger domains give slightly better performance.  
 
2.2 GPU Implementation  
Using the PCT, MATLAB arrays can be cast directly onto a GPU using the ordinary high-level 
language. Several improvements to the base FDTD code are presented in order to find the 
optimized updating code using the PCT. The simplest way that the PCT can be used is to simply 






requires the least amount of programming, consisting of a simple pre-processing step immediately 
before the main marching loop, where the arrays are moved onto the GPU. The time-marching 
loop can then begin.  
To move any array onto the GPU, the user writes a command similar to: 
Ex = gpuArray(Ex); 
which shows how the x-component of the electric field array is moved onto the GPU in a one-line 
step, done before the time-marching loop. Note that certain MATLAB versions and GPU cards 
might require the use of temporary arrays to store the data, as self-overwriting is not always 
supported. This would require programming as follows: 
Extemp = gpuArray(Ex); 
Ex = Extemp; 
clear Extemp; 
For every array that needs to be cast onto the GPU, but requires no other special treatment.
 Once the arrays are stored on the GPU, the time marching loop can start without any other 
modifications to the main FDTD program. Note that for the purposes of showing the effects of 
different changes, only the NVIDIA Tesla K40C is shown in each section. Later, a variety of GPU 
cards are profiled for the different code modifications. The Tesla K40C is a high-end NVIDIA 
GPU with 12GB of memory available for use. Results for this direct approach are shown in Figure 
2.2. At very small problem sizes, the CPU outperforms the GPU – this is a common trend and 
represents expected performance. As the problem size increases, so too does the throughput of the 
K40C, reaching a peak performance of 117MCPS at 89.92MC, near the maximum addressable 
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size on the K40C. The performance of the card does not asymptote – this is a surprising deviation 
from previous work with FDTD GPU implementations, and appears across a variety of GPU and 
code modifications tested using the PCT. This is most likely an effect of the high-level 
implementation. The K40C was tested using a very fine mesh, with spacings of 1 to 2MC. 
Combined with the sufficient time-step length approach described earlier, the jaggedness observed 
is likely the result of better MATLAB optimization for certain combination of array sizes. For 
instance, at 13.48MC the performance is 77.53MCPS, while at 14.17MC the performance is 
70.25MCPS. The decrease in speeds is not an artifact, but instead part of the actual performance 
of the FDTD code. Peak speeds are thus ~10x better than that obtained with the CPU. While 
impressive, this falls short of some of the best speeds obtained in the literature, which can reach 
~500MCPS and above using a CUDA based FDTD code [7-8].  
 








2.3 Speeding up the Computations of the Absorbing Boundary Conditions 
Profiling the FDTD code with the MATLAB profiler tool, the bulk of the computational time 
is spent in the absorbing boundary conditions. The original CPU implementation of the CPML, 
while efficient, does not effectively translate to the GPU. Thus, efficient GPU implementations of 
the CPML will result in the largest increases in throughput for the FDTD program. The original 
MATLAB code uses a semi-vectorized loop to update the boundaries, as seen in the following 
code snippet from [2]: 
% apply CPML to electric field components 
if is_cpml_xn 
    for i = 1:n_cpml_xn 
        Psi_eyx_xn(i,:,:) = cpml_b_ex_xn(i) * Psi_eyx_xn(i,:,:) ... 
            + cpml_a_ex_xn(i)*(Hz(i+1,:,:)-Hz(i,:,:));  
        Psi_ezx_xn(i,:,:) = cpml_b_ex_xn(i) * Psi_ezx_xn(i,:,:) ... 
            + cpml_a_ex_xn(i)*(Hy(i+1,:,:)-Hy(i,:,:));  
    end 
    Ey(2:n_cpml_xn+1,:,:) = Ey(2:n_cpml_xn+1,:,:) ... 
            + CPsi_eyx_xn .* Psi_eyx_xn; 
    Ez(2:n_cpml_xn+1,:,:) = Ez(2:n_cpml_xn+1,:,:) ... 
            + CPsi_ezx_xn .* Psi_ezx_xn;     
end 
The code checks to see if the boundary is CPML, and then loops over the number of CPML 
layers for that direction, updating a 2-D slice of the auxiliary matrices in each step. After, the 
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orthogonal field components are updated. While this is much faster than an explicit for-loop on 
every component, MATLAB tends to be infamously slow using loops as compared to pure 
element-wise operations, and so the updating is relatively slow, even when run on the GPU. Using 
arrayfun() and bsxfun(), the updating loop can be turned into a pure elementwise operation. 
Arrayfun() and bsxfun() take simple scalars or vectors and expand them in order to perform 
elementwise operations using arbitrary functions (in this case, ‘@times’, the multiplication 
operation). Other uses are documented in [3][5], but here we apply them to efficiently update the 
CPML, as seen in the following, improved code: 
if is_cpml_xn 
Psi_eyx_xn = arrayfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xn, Psi_eyx_xn) ... 
    + arrayfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xn, Hz(cpmlxnvec + 1,:,:) - Hz(cpmlxnvec,:,:)); 
  
Psi_ezx_xn = arrayfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xn, Psi_ezx_xn) ... 
    + arrayfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xn, Hy(cpmlxnvec + 1,:,:) - Hy(cpmlxnvec,:,:)); 
 
Ey(cpmlxnvec+1,:,:) = Ey(cpmlxnvec+1,:,:) + CPsi_eyx_xn.*Psi_eyx_xn; 
  
Ez(cpmlxnvec+1,:,:) = Ez(cpmlxnvec+1,:,:) + CPsi_ezx_xn.*Psi_ezx_xn; 
end 
The for-loop is replaced with the arrayfun() call on the ‘@times’ operator, the 
multiplication operator. This performs elementwise expansion of the ‘cpml_b_ex_xn’ vector, and 
applies it to the entire auxiliary matrix. The ‘cpmlxnvec’ efficiently calls the appropriate layers in 
the fields to update, and is slightly faster than the original implementation. Based on how earlier 
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versions of MATLAB interpret vector-operations, some of the CPML vectors need to be reshaped. 
The z-component of the CPML vectors, for both positive and negative z directionsm and for the 
electric and magnetic fields, must be cast into a suitable form. For instance, ‘cpml_b_mz_zn’ must 
be rewritten as: 
cpml_b_mz_zn  = reshape(cpml_b_mz_zn, 1, 1, n_cpml_zn); 
This turns it from an Nx1 vector, with N the appropriate number of CPML layers, into a 1x1xN 
vector, allowing it to be used with arrayfun() in the CPML updating. The introduction of implicit 
vector expansion in MATLAB 2016b [6] makes it unlikely that this restructuring will be necessary 
in newer versions. While the same code can be used on the CPU, the GPU version of arrayfun() 
and bsxfun() not only allows for elegant and simple code, it also calls a parallel operation on the 
GPU, thus making use of the multi-thread GPU capabilities. The same profiling code is now used 
with the CPML modifications, and the results are shown in Figure 2.3.  
 
Figure 2.3 Optimization of the CPML updating in MATLAB produces a much flatter 






We can see that the performance, instead of increasing with the problem size, sharply reaches 
an approximately maximum speed, and then remains relatively constant over larger problem sizes. 
By around 11MC, the method reaches ~150MC, which is roughly the maximum speed for even 
larger problem sizes. The absolute max speed is 156.7MCPS at 23.89MC, with nearly the same 
speed (153.4 MCPS) achieved at 67.92MC. Note that the curve still produces the same jagged 
output as in Figure 2.2. In comparison with the direct port of the FDTD code, the maximum speed 
has increased by ~30MCPS.  
2.4 Optimized Electric Field Updating 
The original profiling also revealed that the updating of the electric-field components is slightly 
slower than the magnetic field-components. Looking at the two updating steps, as shown in the 
following snippet, reveals why. The electric field updating from [2] is given by: 
Ex(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz) = Cexe(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz).*Ex(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz) ... 
                     + Cexhz(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz).*... 
                     (Hz(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz)-Hz(1:nx,1:ny-1,2:nz)) ... 
                     + Cexhy(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz).*... 
                     (Hy(1:nx,2:ny,2:nz)-Hy(1:nx,2:ny,1:nz-1));    
While the magnetic field updating step is given by [2]: 
Hx = Chxh.*Hx+Chxey.*(Ey(1:nxp1,1:ny,2:nzp1)-Ey(1:nxp1,1:ny,1:nz)) ... 
    + Chxez.*(Ez(1:nxp1,2:nyp1,1:nz)-Ez(1:nxp1,1:ny,1:nz));  
The magnetic field components end up with a substantially more vectorized updating equation 
than the electric field nodes. In particular, the addressing of the arrays Ex, Cexe, Cexhz, and Cexhy 
require explicit indexing, while the magnetic field equivalents Hx, Chxh, Chxey, and Chxez do 
not. This incurs additional overhead in the updating of the electric field components. Note here 
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that if the Yee-grid is terminated differently, then the magnetic field components would incur this 
updating cost. The cost of this updating is dependent on the degree to which the MATLAB version 
can efficiently use indices – some versions have had better performance than others in this regard.  
 To improve the performance of the electric field updating, the equations need to be written 
in such a way as to allow for a completely vectorized operation to be performed. Writing the 
staggered updating of the Yee-cells reveals how this can be done. When updating the electric field 
node � (�, �, �), it needs to access the magnetic field nodes at � (�, �, �) and � (�, � − 1, �). By 
staggering the magnetic field components, the indexing operation can be removed. By 
concatenating along the second index of the �  matrix (the � or � indexing) a 2D block of zeros, 
and subtracting form it the �  matrix concatenating at the start by a 2D block of zeros, the indexing 
operation has been applied. This is seen graphically as: 
� (�, 1, �) … � (�, � − 2, �) � (�, � − 1, �) � (�, �, �) … � (�, ��, �) 0 
0 � (�, 1, �) … � (�, � − 1, �) � (�, �, �) � (�, � + 1, �) … � (�, ��, �) 
Taking the top row minus the bottom row yields: 
� (�, 1, �) … � (�, �, �) − � (�, � − 1, �) … −� (�, ��, �) 
Note that a matrix of the same size as the electric field �  has been produced – it is of size �� + 1 
in the second index (size �� to start, and concatenated with a size 1 block). This means �  can 
now perform indexless element-wise operations on the magnetic field. Since � (: , 1, ∶) and � (: , �� + 1, ∶) are zero value entries anyway (they are never accessed in the field updating), the 
‘incorrect’ values that the operation produces in the first and last entries - � (�, 1, �) and 
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−� (�, ��, �) - can be zeroed by zeroing the appropriate coefficient entries in ���ℎ�. This entire 
operation can be written compactly through introducing the auxiliary matrix � and �, so that: 
� = [�� �]; � = [� ��] 
Where � is the 2D zero-block of size (nx, 1, nz+1), written in bold to clearly indicate it is a matrix. � is thus the ‘right-padded’ matrix formed from � , and � is the ‘left-padded’ matrix formed from � . Forming similar auxiliary matrices � and � for the �  component, the updating of �  can now 
be written as: 
� = ���� ∗ � + ���ℎ� ∗ (� − �) + ���ℎ� ∗ (� − �)  
which clearly shows that the entire updating step is an element-wise, indexless operation. 
MATLAB code that performs this concatenation procedure is shown below: 
AA1 = zeros(nx, 1, nz+1, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(nx, ny+1, 1, 'gpuArray');  
Ex = Cexe.*Ex + Cexhz.*(cat(2, Hz, AA1) - cat(2, AA1, Hz)) + ... 
    Cexhy.*(cat(3, Hy, AA2) - cat(3, AA2, Hy)); 
Note that ‘AA1’ and ‘AA2’ are the appropriate zero-padding operations, and ‘cat’ is the MATLAB 
concatenation function, where the first numeric argument indicates the dimension the 
concatenation is being performed along. Thus, ‘2’ indicates � or �, ‘3’ indicates � or �, and ‘1’ 
indicates � or �.  
 The modified electric-field updating benchmarking is shown in Figure 2.4 when combined 
with the optimized CPML. Note that the speed has increased substantially compared to the 
implementation in the previous section, with maximum speeds now of 222.3MCPS at 80.62MC. 
While there is a slight increase in performance with increasing problem size, the program 
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performance is relatively flat compared with that in section 2.2 using the direct port. The maximum 
speed has increased by ~70MCPS compared with the CPML modifications alone.  
 
Figure 2.4 Tesla K40C benchmarking using the optimized E-field updating.  
 
 This same concatenation technique can be applied to the CPU implementation – however, 
results have been inconsistent across MATLAB versions. Testing showed an increase of ~2MCPS 
in MATLAB 2015, but a decrease in performance using MATLAB 2016 (noting that the baseline 
CPU speed was higher in MATLAB 2016). The degree to which this modification is successful 
thus depends on how expensive the indexing is. Additionally, this same modification can be done 
on the magnetic field updating. In that field step, the electric fields must be accessed in an indexed 
manner. Similar concatenation can remove this need – however, this will produce arrays that are 






either be a) re-cast into a smaller form, or b) the information accessed in an indexed way. Testing 
has shown that ultimately this slows down the performance when implemented on the magnetic 
field components.  
2.5 Optimized Updating Through Tiered Array Function Calls  
By modifying the CPML to efficiently update with the use of bsxfun or arrayfun, the MATLAB 
code was dramatically improved. The superior staggered updating in the previous section also 
leads to moderate speed increases. The last, optimal updating, for a general FDTD problem, 
consists of replacing the script calls with nested function calls, each of which uses arrayfun 
expansion on the GPU for superior throughput. The changes are: each script is replaced with an 
equivalent function call, the electric and magnetic fields are updated in nested arrayfun() calls, and 
the CPML updating is placed into its own (large) function call. 
The first of these changes is the nesting of the field updating steps. A function is written that 
takes as inputs the fields, magnetic field coefficient matrices, and the size of the FDTD domain as 
inputs, with the outputs being the updated magnetic fields. The function used, 
“updateMgputotalsubarray”, is defined as follows: 
function [Hx, Hy, Hz] = updateMgputotalsubarray(... 
Hx, Chxh, Chxey, Chxez, ... 
Hy, Chyh, Chyez, Chyex, ... 
Hz, Chzh, Chzex, Chzey, ... 
Ex, Ey, Ez, nx, ny, nz) 
 
Hx = arrayfun(@updateMgpusubfun, Hx, Chxh, ... 
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Chxey, Ey(1:nx+1,1:ny,2:nz+1), Ey(1:nx+1,1:ny,1:nz),... 
Chxez , Ez(1:nx+1,2:ny+1,1:nz), Ez(1:nx+1,1:ny,1:nz) ); 
Hy = arrayfun(@updateMgpusubfun, Hy, Chyh, ... 
Chyez, Ez(2:nx+1,1:ny+1,1:nz), Ez(1:nx,1:ny+1,1:nz), ... 
Chyex, Ex(1:nx,1:ny+1,2:nz+1), Ex(1:nx,1:ny+1,1:nz) ); 
Hz = arrayfun(@updateMgpusubfun, Hz, Chzh, ... 
Chzex, Ex(1:nx,2:ny+1,1:nz+1), Ex(1:nx,1:ny,1:nz+1), ... 
Chzey, Ey(2:nx+1,1:ny,1:nz+1), Ey(1:nx,1:ny,1:nz+1) ); 
end 
As seen, each field component has an arrayfun() call on a function that updates a field 
component. This means that every updating of the field components initiates the highly parallel 
operations that are efficient on the GPU. The subfunction “updateMgpusubfun” is a wrapper that 
takes as input the field components and material matrices, and then performs the appropriate 
element-wise arithmetic to perform the updating. It is seen in the following listing: 
function [A] = updateMgpusubfun(A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H) 
% Hx = Chxh.*Hx+Chxey.*(Ey(1:nxp1,1:ny,2:nzp1)-Ey(1:nxp1,1:ny,1:nz)) + 
Chxez.*(Ez(1:nxp1,2:nyp1,1:nz)-Ez(1:nxp1,1:ny,1:nz)); 
A = A.*B + C.*(D - E) + F.*(G - H); 
end 
where the commented code in green shows the ‘base’ form of the updating equation. It can be seen 
that the form inside the wrapper is pure element-wise operation, since the appropriate elements 
from the various matrices were taken as inputs. The electric field updating has a similar equation. 
Although neither need to be specified as separate functions, this helps ensure that any 
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modifications to the updating equations that are specific to a particular field are easy to perform 
and keep track of. The form of the main wrapper for the electric field is similar to 
“updateMgputotalsubarray”, but has some differences in order to accommodate the form of the 
efficient E-field updating: 
function [Ex, Ey, Ez] = updateEgputotalsubarray(... 
Ex, Cexe, Cexhz, Cexhy, ... 
Ey, Ceye, Ceyhx, Ceyhz, ... 
Ez, Ceze, Cezhx, Cezhy, ... 
Hx, Hy, Hz, nx, ny, nz) 
 
AA1 = zeros(nx, 1, nz+1, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(nx, ny+1, 1, 'gpuArray'); 
Ex = arrayfun(@updatEgpusubfun, Ex, Cexe, Cexhz, cat(2, Hz, AA1), ... 
cat(2, AA1, Hz), Cexhy,  cat(3, Hy, AA2), cat(3, AA2, Hy) ); 
 
AA1 = zeros(nx+1, ny, 1, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(1, ny, nz+1, 'gpuArray'); 
Ey = arrayfun(@updatEgpusubfun, Ey, Ceye, Ceyhx, ... 
cat(3, Hx, AA1), cat(3, AA1, Hx),   Ceyhz, cat(1, Hz, AA2), cat(1, AA2, Hz)); 
AA1 = zeros(1, ny+1, nz, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(nx+1, 1, nz, 'gpuArray'); 
Ez = arrayfun(@updatEgpusubfun, Ez, Ceze, Cezhy, ... 




The temporary matrices ‘AA1’ and ‘AA2’ are initialized as gpuArrays with the use of the 
‘gpuArray’ string, and set to the appropriate size for the element wise operations. The 
concatenation is then performed in arrayfun call to the electric field update function. This ensures 
that the updating of the electric and magnetic field components is as fast as possible. These changes 
comprise the bulk of the speed increase, but the functional update to the CPML also improves 
performance. It is seen at the end of the chapter, since it is quite long. The incident field updating 
for the TF/SF case are also put into a functionalized form, though they require actual changes to 
the updating equation forms. 
 
Figure 2.5 Tesla K40C optimal updating profiling.  
 
The profiling with the optimal updating equations is shown in Figure 2.5. Note that the 






with increasing problem sizes. The maximum increase in performance is ~80MCPS. With the 
optimal updating established, the planewave test-case is profiled on the Tesla K40C. The 
planewave test-case uses the same geometry, air buffer, and CPML layers as in the dipole profiling, 
the only difference being the introduction of the source-plane wave.  
 
Figure 2.6 Comparison of planewave and dipole benchmarking on K40C.  
 
The results are shown in Figure 2.6. Note that the maximum addressable problem size is 
slightly reduced, owing to the increased memory requirements from the TF/SF arrays. The curves 
share essentially the same shape, with the planewave case having reduced throughput everywhere. 
The peak planewave speed is 270MCPS, a full 40MCPS less than the dipole case. 
2.6 Profiling Several GPU Cards 
 Now that the optimal code has been developed, several different NVIDIA cards are 






can now be purchased for ~200$ at time of writing, as well as the Titan-Z, at ~2200$. The GTX-
780 has 3GB of memory, while the Titan-Z has 12GB of memory across two cores, each of 6GB. 
The properties of all cards are listed in section 2.8 at the end of the chapter. A current limitation 
of the developed code is that it can only address one GPU at a time. This means that the Titan-Z, 
which MATLAB sees as 2-GPU cards, only addresses one individually – this effectively halves 
its addressable size to 6GB. Figure 2.7 shows a comparison of the optimal updating method (that 
identified in section 2.5) in MATLAB 2016b on the three cards. Each card has a dense set of 
problem sizes addressed for best comparison, and is run until the card is out of space.   Several 
features can be noted. First, note that while the K40C achieves a relatively flat maximum 
performance curve, both the Titan-Z and GTX-780 noticeably increase until they reach maximum 
performance. The K40C and GTX-780 both achieve similar max speeds of ~300MCPS, but the 
Titan-Z achieves a maximum speed of ~366MCPS at 31.55MC.   
 







Both the Titan-Z and GTX-780 hit a point on the card where their performance begins to 
decrease. For the GTX, this decrease is rapid, dipping to as low as 62.47MCPS at 20.57MC, right 
before the card runs out of space (a slight increase in speed is seen for the maximum addressable 
size on the card, obtaining 69.67MCPS at 22.43MC). The Titan-Z has a slower fall-off, maintain 
strong speeds for a range of problem sizes after the peak. However, it too ultimately falls off, 
reaching a minimum of 17.14MCPS at its maximum addressed size. This difference can potentially 
be explained by architectural differences between the GTX/Titan-Z and the K40C. 
Within the context of the current code, the Titan-Z is more efficient for problem sizes of 
~32MC and less, achieving 378MCPS, or 27% faster speeds at the maximum throughput. Beyond 
this, the K40C becomes the clear winning, achieving consistent speeds through 95MC.  The GTX 
represents the most cost-effective purchase, with good results through ~16MC, which is sufficient 
for a number of practical problems. Future work should be aimed at increasing both the maximum 
speed (optimality) of the updated code, as well as reducing if possible the fall-off when it occurs. 
Additionally, being able to address multiple GPU cards simultaneously would be a great increase, 
and likely demonstrate much better overall performance on the Titan-Z as opposed to the K40C. 
We note that for the plane wave test case, all cards exhibited essentially the same shape, with 
similar speed reductions as compared with the K40C case. 
2.7 Version Dependence  
 For the K40C and the GTX-780 cards, the opportunity was presented to profile both using 
MATLAB 2015a and MATLAB 2016b. This represents a good opportunity using the same 
benchmark program to show how changes in MATLAB version can affect the benchmark 
performance. For the GTX-780, Figure 2.8 shows the difference in speed when moving from 
MATLAB 2015 to 2016.  Positive values indicate performance in 2016b is better than in 2015a 
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for the same problem size. Note that slightly slower speeds, up to -20MCPS, is obtained in the 
newer MATLAB version for smaller problem sizes.  
 
Figure 2.8 GTX-780 MATLAB 2016b MCPS benchmarking minus 2015a benchmarking. A 
positive number indicates faster speed in 2016b. 
 
However, as the problem size increases, MATLAB 2016b substantially outperforms 2015a in 
every profiling method, in particular for the more optimized ones. The difference in performance 
is because of the fall-off seen in section 1.6.  In 2016b, the falloff becomes less pronounced and 
occurs at a larger problem size than in 2015a. The newer version thus produces substantially better 
results for the GTX card by ensuring high throughputs are maintained for larger domains, even 
without increasing the maximum throughput.  




















Next, the K40C is compared between versions, seen in Figure 2.9. A positive MCPS 
indicates better performance in 2016b than in 2015a. Note that for each updating method, very 
little difference is observed between MATLAB versions. Noticeably, at small problem sizes 2016b  
 
Figure 2.9 Tesla K40C MATLAB 2016b MCPS benchmarking minus 2015a benchmarking. 
A positive number indicates faster speed in 2016b. 
 
underperforms 2015a for each optimized method, up to -20MCPS, but has near zero differences 
observed when moving to the largest problem sizes. Thus, the change in version largely does not 
impact the performance of the K40C, except for the smaller problem sizes. Newer MATLAB 
versions (2016b and beyond) may continue the trend of reduced fall off for older cards, like the 
GTX and Titan-Z, though it is unlikely that the maximum throughput will be increased 
dramatically. 



















2.8  GPU Card Details 
Full details of all cards used to profile, as gathered from the ‘gpuDevice’ function in MATLAB, 
are given in the following table: 
 
Table 2.1 GPU Card Details. 
 
Note that the primary differences between the cards are given by the ‘clock rate’ and ‘total 
memory’ rows. More detailed differences than are reported by gpuDevice will reveal additional 
differences between cards, such as memory bandwidth.  
2.9 MATLAB Code Appendix 
The full modified electric field updating is given below: 
AA1 = zeros(nx, 1, nz+1, 'gpuArray'); 




Ex = Cexe.*Ex + Cexhz.*(cat(2, Hz, AA1) - cat(2, AA1, Hz)) + ... 
    Cexhy.*(cat(3, Hy, AA2) - cat(3, AA2, Hy)); 
  
AA1 = zeros(nx+1, ny, 1, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(1, ny, nz+1, 'gpuArray'); 
  
Ey = Ceye.*Ey + Ceyhx.*(cat(3,   Hx, AA1 ) - cat(3, AA1, Hx)) + ... 
    Ceyhz.*(cat(1,  Hz,  AA2 ) - cat(1, AA2, Hz)); 
  
AA1 = zeros(1, ny+1, nz, 'gpuArray'); 
AA2 = zeros(nx+1, 1, nz, 'gpuArray'); 
  
Ez = Ceze.*Ez + Cezhy.*(cat(1,  Hy, AA1 ) - cat(1,  AA1, Hy)) + ... 
    Cezhx.*(cat(2,   Hx, AA2) - cat(2, AA2, Hx)); 
  
clear AA1; clear AA2; 
 
Note that the updating coefficient matrices have been modified in pre-processing. The full 
optimized CPML updating is given below as well. First, the call from the time marching loop: 
    [Hx, Hy, Hz, Psi_hyx_xn, Psi_hzx_xn, Psi_hzy_yn, ... 
        Psi_hxy_yn, Psi_hxz_zn, Psi_hyz_zn, ... 
        Psi_hyx_xp, Psi_hzx_xp,... 




        Hx, Hy, Hz, Ex, Ey, Ez, ... 
        cpml_b_mx_xn, cpml_a_mx_xn, Psi_hyx_xn, Psi_hzx_xn, CPsi_hyx_xn, CPsi_hzx_xn, ... 
        cpml_b_my_yn, cpml_a_my_yn, Psi_hzy_yn, Psi_hxy_yn, CPsi_hzy_yn, CPsi_hxy_yn, ... 
        cpml_b_mz_zn, cpml_a_mz_zn, Psi_hxz_zn, Psi_hyz_zn, CPsi_hxz_zn, CPsi_hyz_zn, ... 
        n_cpml_xn, n_cpml_yn, n_cpml_zn, ... 
        cpml_b_mx_xp, cpml_a_mx_xp, Psi_hyx_xp, Psi_hzx_xp, CPsi_hyx_xp, CPsi_hzx_xp, ... 
        cpml_b_my_yp, cpml_a_my_yp, Psi_hzy_yp, Psi_hxy_yp, CPsi_hzy_yp, CPsi_hxy_yp, ... 
        cpml_b_mz_zp, cpml_a_mz_zp, Psi_hxz_zp, Psi_hyz_zp, CPsi_hxz_zp, CPsi_hyz_zp, ... 
        n_stmx, n_stmy, n_stmz, nx, ny, nz); 
 
Following is the actual CPML update function:  
function [Ex, Ey, Ez, Psi_eyx_xn, Psi_ezx_xn, Psi_eyx_xp, Psi_ezx_xp, ... 
    Psi_ezy_yn, Psi_exy_yn, Psi_ezy_yp, Psi_exy_yp, Psi_exz_zn, Psi_eyz_zn, ... 
    Psi_exz_zp, Psi_eyz_zp] = update_electric_field_CPML_ABC_method3_total(... 
    Ex, Ey, Ez, Hx, Hy, Hz, Psi_eyx_xn, Psi_ezx_xn, cpml_b_ex_xn, cpml_a_ex_xn, ... 
    Psi_eyx_xp, Psi_ezx_xp, cpml_b_ex_xp, cpml_a_ex_xp, ... 
    Psi_ezy_yn, Psi_exy_yn, cpml_b_ey_yn, cpml_a_ey_yn, ... 
    Psi_ezy_yp, Psi_exy_yp, cpml_b_ey_yp, cpml_a_ey_yp, ... 
    Psi_exz_zn, Psi_eyz_zn, cpml_b_ez_zn, cpml_a_ez_zn, ... 
    Psi_exz_zp, Psi_eyz_zp, cpml_b_ez_zp, cpml_a_ez_zp, ... 
    n_stex, n_stey, n_stez, nx, ny, nz, n_cpml_xn, n_cpml_yn, n_cpml_zn, ... 
    CPsi_eyx_xn, CPsi_ezx_xn, CPsi_eyx_xp, CPsi_ezx_xp, ... 
    CPsi_ezy_yn, CPsi_exy_yn, CPsi_ezy_yp, CPsi_exy_yp, ... 
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    CPsi_exz_zn, CPsi_eyz_zn, CPsi_exz_zp, CPsi_eyz_zp)  
  
%Xn:  
Psi_eyx_xn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xn, Psi_eyx_xn) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xn, diff(Hz(1:n_cpml_xn+1, :, :), 1, 1));  
Psi_ezx_xn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xn, Psi_ezx_xn) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xn, diff(Hy(1:n_cpml_xn+1, :, :), 1, 1)); 
 
 Ey(2:n_cpml_xn+1, :,:) = Ey(2:n_cpml_xn+1, :,:) + CPsi_eyx_xn.*Psi_eyx_xn;  
Ez(2:n_cpml_xn+1, :,:) = Ez(2:n_cpml_xn+1, :,:) + CPsi_ezx_xn.*Psi_ezx_xn;  
%Xp:  
Psi_eyx_xp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xp, Psi_eyx_xp) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xp, diff( Hz(n_stex + 0: nx, :, :), 1, 1)); 
 %  
Psi_ezx_xp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ex_xp, Psi_ezx_xp) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ex_xp, diff( Hy(n_stex + 0: nx, :, :), 1, 1));  
 
Ey(n_stex+1 :nx,:,:) = Ey(n_stex+1 :nx,:,:) + CPsi_eyx_xp.*Psi_eyx_xp; 
Ez(n_stex+1 :nx,:,:) = Ez(n_stex+1 :nx,:,:) + CPsi_ezx_xp.*Psi_ezx_xp;  
%Yn:  
Psi_ezy_yn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ey_yn, Psi_ezy_yn) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ey_yn, diff( Hx(:, 1 : n_cpml_yn + 1, :), 1, 2));  
Psi_exy_yn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ey_yn, Psi_exy_yn) ... 
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    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ey_yn, diff( Hz(:, 1 : n_cpml_yn + 1, :), 1, 2)); 
  
Ez(:,2:n_cpml_yn+1, :) = Ez(:,2:n_cpml_yn+1, :) + CPsi_ezy_yn.*Psi_ezy_yn; 
Ex(:,2:n_cpml_yn+1, :) = Ex(:,2:n_cpml_yn+1, :) + CPsi_exy_yn.*Psi_exy_yn;  
%Yp: 
  
Psi_ezy_yp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ey_yp, Psi_ezy_yp) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ey_yp, diff( Hx(:, n_stey : ny, :), 1, 2));  
Psi_exy_yp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ey_yp, Psi_exy_yp) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ey_yp, diff( Hz(:, n_stey : ny, :), 1, 2)); 
  
Ez(:,n_stey+1 :ny,:) = Ez(:,n_stey+1 :ny,:) + CPsi_ezy_yp.*Psi_ezy_yp; 
Ex(:,n_stey+1 :ny,:) = Ex(:,n_stey+1 :ny,:) + CPsi_exy_yp.*Psi_exy_yp; 
  %Zn:  
Psi_exz_zn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ez_zn, Psi_exz_zn) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ez_zn, diff( Hy(:, :, 1:n_cpml_zn + 1), 1, 3));  
Psi_eyz_zn = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ez_zn, Psi_eyz_zn) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ez_zn, diff( Hx(:, :, 1:n_cpml_zn + 1), 1, 3)); 
  
Ex(:,:,2:n_cpml_zn+1) = Ex(:,:,2:n_cpml_zn+1) + CPsi_exz_zn.*Psi_exz_zn; 
Ey(:,:,2:n_cpml_zn+1) = Ey(:,:,2:n_cpml_zn+1) + CPsi_eyz_zn.*Psi_eyz_zn; 
 %Zp:  
Psi_exz_zp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ez_zp, Psi_exz_zp) ... 
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    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ez_zp, diff( Hy(:, :, n_stez:nz), 1, 3));  
Psi_eyz_zp = bsxfun(@times, cpml_b_ez_zp, Psi_eyz_zp) ... 
    + bsxfun(@times, cpml_a_ez_zp, diff( Hx(:, :, n_stez:nz), 1, 3)); 
  
Ex(:,:,n_stez+1:nz) = Ex(:,:,n_stez+1:nz) + CPsi_exz_zp.*Psi_exz_zp; 


















TRANSFER FUNCTIONS APPROACH FOR MODULATED SIGNAL PROPAGATION 
USING FDTD METHOD 
 The FDTD method can be used to simulate the propagation of an arbitrary signal from any 
source in the gridded domain. Generally, these signals are defined to excite frequencies, pertinent 
to those of interest for a specific problem. These include Gaussian, Gaussian derivatives, sinusoid, 
etc. A wide frequency band can thus be excited with a relatively narrow band time domain signal. 
However, signals that last for a long amount of time, such as a modulated communications signal, 
will take a prohibitively large number of time steps to simulate. This chapter addresses a method 
of using numerically calculated transfer functions within the FDTD grid to simulate arbitrary 
length signals in the band of interest in ordinary simulation time. This allows direct investigation 
of time-domain quantities like the error vector magnitude (EVM) within the channel.  
 Various authors have shown applications of the transfer function in FDTD. In [10], the 
authors thoroughly examine the transfer function in 1-D FDTD, and show that a signal can be 
predicted exactly by considering the dispersion relation. Additionally, super-luminal components 
excited within the grid will experience exponential attenuation. In [11], Bérenger exhaustively 
analyzes the coupling of sources into the FDTD grid and the transfer function in 1-dimension. In 
[12], the authors show that a matrix-pencil extrapolation of the time-domain response can be used 
to predict low-frequency responses successfully. Unfortunately, the error is not explicitly given in 
[12], and [10-11] are applicable to 1-D only. In [13], the authors consider the application of the 
transfer function to waveguides, when ray-tracing techniques are insufficient to analyze the 
structure. In [14], the authors take a very similar approach, applying calculated transfer functions 
to nuclear EMP responses. While no explicit error is given, the approach given to speed up the 
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computation using artificially conductive air, as well as other scaling, gives visually worse error 
than that obtained in [12], or later in this work. Our own contribution will be to show that the error 
of transfer functions in realistic channel geometries is small and bounded in time, meaning that 
arbitrary length signals can be simulated to model EVM and other time-domain quantities.  
3.1 Overview of Modulated Signals and the Error Vector Magnitude 
 In communications, information is transmitted by modulation onto a carrier frequency. 
Different modulation formats include amplitude modulated (AM), frequency modulated (FM), 
binary phase shift keying (BPSK), quadrature amplitude modulation (M-QAM), and more. All of 
them shape the carrier waveform in some known way, with the shaping encoding information. We 
focus on M-QAM modulations, but the work presented is general and can be updated to any 
modulated waveform. 
 Bits are mapped to symbols in the In-phase Quadrature (IQ) plane, which is an analog for 
the complex plane. A symbol is simply some point in the IQ plane, such as [1 1�], [2 0], [3 7�]. 
Each symbol has associated with it a certain number of bits. For instance, the bit string [0 0 0] 
might correspond to [1 1�], while [1 1 0 0 1 0] might correspond to [3 7�]. In principal, the 
number of symbols are unbounded, and the mapping of bits to the symbols are arbitrary, but in 
practice modulation schemes produce ‘nice’ constellation shapes, such as squares or circles. 
 An M-QAM waveform is created by using two voltages generated by digital to analog 
converters (DAC) that are at 90 degrees (in phase quadrature) with respect to each other [17]. The 
signal from each DAC will end up being mapped to the appropriate axis of the IQ diagram. The 
in-phase signal is described as �(�), while the quadrature signal is described as �(�). The 
modulated signal �(�) is then described as [23]: 
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�(�) = �(�) cos(��) − �(�) sin(��) 
Or as the real part of the complex signal [23]: 
�(�) = Re � [�(�) + � �(�)]  
Noting that the � multiplied into �(�) reflects the phase quadrature. Note that the IQ signals will 
have many states that are not symbols. For instance, the controller might be instructed to generate 
symbols [1 1�] [1(−1�)] – thus, the signal �(�) will remain around 1 over the two symbol 
durations, while the quadrature signal �(�) will travel from 1 →  −1. Several IQ states exist in 
this simple case between the two symbols, depending on how the quadrature signal transitions. An 
example of the complex transitions can be seen in Fig. 3.1, using a 16-QAM modulation. The IQ 
data is upsampled and filtered by a root-raised cosine filter before transmission. The IQ voltage 
states are assumed to have instantaneous transitions between symbol states.  To recover the IQ 
data associated with the signal �(�), the signal is downcoverted from the RF carrier frequency � 
to the base-band data (several down conversion stages are possible). From a signal point of view, 
this looks like multiplying the signal �(�) with a signal at the same carrier frequency. For instance, 
recovery of the in-phase data looks like: 
� (�) = �(�) cos(��) 
= �(�)2 [1 + cos(2��)] − �(�)2 sin(2��) 
using a low pass filter on the in-phase component will remove the high frequency 2� term, and 
leave 




Figure 3.1 IQ diagram of upsampled IQ data using a root-raised cosine filter – symbol span = 
4, samples per symbol = 4, � = 0.3.  
 
Similarly, for the quadrature signal: 
� (�) = �(�) sin(��) 
= �(�)2 [−1 + cos(2��)] + �(�)2 sin(2��) 
and after low-pass filtering: 
� (�) = �(�)2 . 
The error vector magnitude of a modulated signal is defined as the sum of the vector difference 
between transmitted IQ data and the received IQ data. Precisely, it’s given as [7]: 
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��� = ∑(� − � ) + ∑(� − � )� ∗ 100 
where it is expressed as a percentage. The �  represents the average symbol power in the 
constellation, and is intended as a normalization term. Note that the description of demodulation 
above leaves the received IQ data at half the amplitude it was sent – thus, even for the ‘ideal’ case 
of demodulated signals, some normalization must occur [7] – though different methods can be 
adopted, as [4] presents a different approach. For the normalization occurring in this thesis, the 
symbols are normalized by considering the mean voltage of the received set of symbols for some 
block, and comparing with the value associated with the ideal constellation. Thus, for symbol � =[1  �], the received symbols might have values � = 0.5 +  � ; 0.6 + � ; 0.9 + � . The 
mean voltage is calculated, and the symbols are rescaled by this value - ���� =  ∑ � , with 
����  the normalization factor for symbol 1, and �  the number of symbol-1 that are sent. The 
normalized symbols are then given by � = ∗ |� |, with �  the ideal symbol 1. The 
normalized symbols here are then: � = [0.77 − 0.257� ]; [0.926 − 0.22�]; [1.39 +0.154�]. The EVM calculation for any received symbol set will vary slightly depending on how 
this normalization is assumed. 
In the presence of signal impairments, either from thermal noise, channel effects, or 
equipment effects, the EVM becomes a non-zero quantity. For instance, an amplifier may affect 
the outermost symbol components differently than the inner ones, or there might be phase noise 
that changes the symbols. Additionally, in the case of a TX-RX system, multipath components 
mean that there will be intersymbol interference (ISI), where the received IQ data at any given 
time is the result of different symbols.  Other sources of error include the rotation of the 
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constellation after transmission, as the phase changes as the signal propagates. This can be 
corrected with a preamble or pilot tone, that provides a point of known phase reference, and allows 
for the de-rotation of the constellation. Additionally, even in the case of perfectly unaltered signals, 
the sampling of the IQ data may be imperfect, or may depend on when in the symbol the signal is 
sampled. All symbols are assumed here to be sampled in the middle of their symbol duration, but 
this is not necessarily optimal [22]. Keeping IQ impairment low is important, as high EVM / high 
IQ error will begin to lead to high bit error rates (BER). This can be seen in the 16 QAM 
constellation in Figure 3.1. If a symbol corresponding to [0.33 1�] has enough IQ noise that it is 
seen at [−0.33 1�], then the actual transmitted data will be interpreted incorrectly, and the 
information will need to be sent again.  
Additionally, there are useful formulas that can be used to relate the EVM of a system to a 
bit error rate (BER) or signal to noise ratio (SNR), depending on if the system uses a pre-amble 
[28] or does not [29]. For the pre-amble case, ��� ~  [28], and more complicated expressions 
depending on modulation in [29]. These relations can be useful for finding the expected value of 
another quantity (SNR, BER) from the EVM.  
 Taken together, the EVM represents a convenient metric to describe the quality of a 
modulated signal in a system. It takes into account all sources of error in order to provide a simple 
and easy to understand number. For this thesis, the focus is on sources of the EVM from the 
perspective of the channel and antennas. Channel influences and antenna influences can affect the 
EVM through ISI as mentioned earlier. While the dominant component can often be equipment 
related in nature, understanding the influences of the channel in a direct time-domain way can be 
of importance in channel modeling.  
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 As it relates to FDTD implementation, we transmit arbitrary M-QAM modulated signals. 
This is done using a MATLAB code that takes a given M-QAM order, generates a set of random 
bits, maps them into symbols, and modulates them onto a carrier frequency. In line with many 
modern implementations, a root raised cosine filter is used on the IQ data before transmission [20]. 
A typical portion of a 16-QAM waveform to be used in the FDTD simulation is shown in Fig. 3.2. 
The signal is sampled in time at the center feed of the RX dipole antenna until the simulation is 
complete. Afterward, a post-processing step is implemented that performs the demodulation 
process. This consists of taking the modulated signal, multiplying by the carrier frequency and 
low-pass filtering to recover the IQ components.  
 
Figure 3.2 16-QAM modulated signal before injection into the FDTD domain. 
 



















To de-rotate the constellation, the angle of the received and sent IQ data is compared. Since the 
symbols that are sent out and their order is known, the angle of the TX symbol is subtracted from 
that of the RX symbols. Averaged over the complete set of symbols, this generates the appropriate 
phase to de-rotate the constellation. However, for comparisons with hardware in the loop style 
simulations, generation of a pilot tone could also be performed, and this is used for demodulation 
purposes. 
3.2.  Limitations of FDTD at mmWave Frequencies  
For applying FDTD simulations for channel modeling at mmWaves, some limitations of the 
FDTD method become apparent. The FDTD method has numerical dispersion resulting from the 
discretization. For modelling, electrically large problems (on the order of ten wavelengths or 
larger), this dispersion makes results increasingly inaccurate. Specific modifications to the FDTD 
scheme, particularly with higher order methods, can be used to decrease this numerical dispersion, 
but it can always be improved by using a finer mesh. Alternatively, methods such as those used in 
[21] can be employed, where detailed modeling can be used close to the structure of interest. For 
the FDTD scheme with second order approximation in time and space, dense meshes will be 
required for an electrically large problem. At mmWaves, physically small distances (1m) become 
electrically larger. Additionally, the FDTD time step is bounded by the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy 
(CFL) condition [2]: 
Δ� ≤ 11�� + 1�� + 1��  
Increasing the mesh density will decrease the cell size, which will decrease the permissible 
time step in the simulation. High frequency simulations with small cell sizes easily hit time steps 
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on the order of picoseconds or less – which means that upwards of thousands or millions of time 
steps would be needed to propagate a modulated signal. Best calculations of the EVM require 
many symbols to be propagated, which means conservatively hundreds of thousands or millions 
of time steps would be needed to propagate the signal in the FDTD domain. Combined with the 
increasing computational complexity with denser grids, calculating the EVM becomes a difficult 
problem. This is summarized in Figs. 3.3 and 3.4 for a one-dimensional space. In Fig. 3.3, the 
number of cells needed to discretize a linear 1 meter separation distance as a function of frequency 
and cells per wavelength is shown. Note the linear dependency, and that by 100GHz, just under 
14,000 nodes are required for 40 cells per wavelength (CPW). This corresponds to more than 2000 
billion nodes for practical three dimensional cubic domains. Clearly, such problems are beyond 
modern memory, even with memory reduction techniques.  
In Figure. 3.4, the number of time steps needed to inject an M-QAM signal into the FDTD grid 
is shown, as a function of frequency, cells per wavelength, and the symbol rate. Note again the 
linear dependencies. For very high symbol rates, on the order of gigasymbols/second (GSym/s), 
the number of time steps remains relatively low, less than 1,000. Yet to propagate 200 of these 
symbols would still require 200,000 time steps – far more than is useful. For more reasonable 
symbol rates, up to 7,000 time steps would be required at 100GHz. Clearly, the very large number 
of potential time steps makes direct simulation of modulated signals a computationally demanding 
task. Taken together, the high number of cells required, as well as the large number of time steps, 




Figure 3.3 Number of cells needed to discretize a fixed 1 meter distance as a function of cells 
per wavelength and frequency. At mmWaves, the number of nodes becomes very large.  
 
 





















As a proof of concept in this thesis, the standard FDTD method is employed, with its associated 
dispersion curves. To compensate for this, the 1 meter separation distance, and the 92.4GHz 
frequency that is of interest, a linear distance of ~300 wavelengths needs to be possible to be 
simulated. 
The memory requirements are kept feasible by considering what are long, but very ‘narrow’ 
simulations, where many thousands of cells span one cardinal direction, but only a few dozen in 
the other two. Additionally, despite the electrically large problem, the geometry and material 
geometry is extremely simple, consisting only of PEC and vacuum. Thus, the FDTD memory 
requirements can be lessened substantially. Recall that the updating equation in its full form for a 
field component is [2]: 
�� = ���� ∗ �� + ���ℎ� ∗ (Δ��) + ���ℎ� ∗ (Δ��) 
with the self-updating term ���� defined by: 
���� = 2� � − ���2� � + ���  
In the case of a lossless medium, � = 0, so that ���� = 1. Thus, the FDTD grid considered here 
is composed of cells that are primarily lossless (the vacuum/air), with a few lossy cells (the antenna 
PEC). Thus, instead of creating a matrix that is almost completely unitary and storing in memory, 
a small vector can be created that has the associated lossy material indexes, with another vector 
that contains the lossy self-update terms. Thus, the updating now reads: 
��(�����) = ��(�����) ∗ ����(�����), 
�� = �� + ���ℎ� ∗ (Δ��) + ���ℎ� ∗ (Δ��). 
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This will reduce the memory requirements for storing large free-space domains dramatically, and 
enables the very large problem sizes we address numerically to be stored on the GPU using the 
techniques in Chapter 2. Numeric demonstration and further detail of this are given in Chapter 4.  
3.3  Application of Transfer Functions to Solve Modulated Signals 
As discussed in 3.2, the very small time step, number of time steps in a symbol, and number 
of symbols to be propagated leads to impractically long simulation times. Previous work in FDTD 
has discussed transfer functions and similar approaches in order to predict or analyze a signal in 
FDTD.  
Expanding on the previous work on transfer functions in FDTD, we propose their application 
to tackling modulated signals. While the mesh density of FDTD cannot be avoided at mmWaves, 
the number of time steps needed to simulate modulated signals can be reduced. Direct simulation 
of a modulated M-QAM signal would take on the order of millions of time steps – through the use 
of transfer functions, ‘ordinary’ simulation times can be restored. Instead of spending the majority 
of the simulation injecting the M-QAM signal, the majority of the simulation will be spent on 
propagating the signal, which will determine the actual useful information for channel modeling. 
This can be accomplished through the use of a calculated transfer function in the FDTD grid.  
For linear FDTD problems, there will exist some (unknown) relation between a set of nodes in 
one part of the domain, and those in another. To discuss the transfer function, it will be helpful to 
introduce some terminology. We can define a ‘set’ of nodes in FDTD as part of some group ��. 
For our purposes, we limit sets to adjacent nodes, such as those in between the two PEC cylinder 
that make up a dipole antenna, but this can be a large or small group, as small as a single FDTD 
node. This group can have a bulk signal associated with it, such as the voltage over the nodes, as 
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defined in [2]. It is the relation of the bulk quantity between groups that we are interested in. This 
is illustrated in Figure 3.5. 
 
Figure 3.5 Transfer function in the FDTD domain defined between two sets of Yee-cells. 
Other FDTD cells are present – around and in between the sets.  
 
The FDTD simulation is deterministic. Thus, there exists some (unknown) relationship between 
the bulk signals in different � groups. By exciting the FDTD simulation with some source signal, 
a transfer function �(�) which can be defined as 
�(�) = � � (�)� � (�)  
with � being the Fourier transform of the signal in �. The grid impulse response (GIR) [26-27] is 
taken to be the response of the FDTD domain in time given the driving source, or more generally: 
��� = � �(�) . 
If the relation �(�) was known ahead of time, and the signal in �  known, then the signal in the 
other set is given by 
� (�) = � ( �(�) ∗ � � (�)  
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or alternatively, predicted at �  if the signal at �  were known. This would hold true for any FDTD 
stimulus where the exciting signal is some scalar multiple of the original signal that was used to 
calculate �(�).  
 This relationship is easier (and more useful) to understand when �  is taken to consist of 
the exciting stimulus for the FDTD domain. In this case then, the transfer function �(�) calculates 
the response of some set of nodes (anywhere) in the grid in response to the signal that is injected 
in � . By sampling sets in the domain of interest, the response of the FDTD grid can be predicted 
for any similar signal. Keep in mind that the signal at �  in this case is no longer the sampled 
FDTD signal, but rather the injected FDTD signal (which was implicit when �  was not the source 
signal). Thus, the transfer function becomes 
�(�) = � ��(�)� �(�)  
with �(�) the waveform used to excite the FDTD domain. As will be demonstrated, if �(�) is taken 
to be the dirac delta function, then the transfer function and GIR readily allow for the solution of 
an arbitrary signal at ��, and the transfer function is simplified to  
�(�) = � ��(�)  
���(�) = ��(�) 
and any predicted signal will thus be given by 
��� = conv  ���(�)  � (�)  
where � (�) is some arbitrary signal. Numeric verification of this formulation is given in section 
3.4 in the context of modulated communications signals, performed using 16-QAM modulations, 
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but any signal can also be used without substantial difference in reported results compared with 
the 16-QAM. 
3.4.  Numeric Verification of Transfer Function Method 
 We verify the transfer function approach through a series of numeric examples. Two 
metrics are of interest. First, will the transfer function allow for arbitrary length signals to be solved 
for in the FDTD grid? For it to be useful, it needs to hold for up to millions of time steps in order 
to calculate the EVM. Second, does it hold over a range of distances? For it to be generally 
applicable, it should hold regardless of if the sets are close together, or far apart. To judge the 
performance of the method, we run two simulations. The first simulation will inject the M-QAM 
signal into the FDTD grid, propagate it, and sample the signal at the RX antenna – this will be 
known as the ‘direct’ approach. The second simulation will inject a delta-function pulse into the 
grid, propagate, and determine the transfer function. In post-processing, this will then be used to 
calculate the M-QAM signal at the RX. The direct approach signal has its peak normalized to 1, 
and this same factor used to scale the transfer function signal, as shown below. 
� (�) = � (�)� ; � = max|� (�)| 
� (�) = � (�)�  
Where � (�)  is the sampled signal at the RX in time for the M-QAM signal, and � (�) 
is given by 
� (�) = conv  s (�)  ��� (�)  . 
The difference signal is then given by 
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� (�) = � (�) − � (�). 
With the applied normalization factor, the value of the difference signal in time yields the relative 
error as a part out of 1. This ensures that geometries that have the TX and RX far apart do not 
present better than expected results. A difference on the order of 10  indicates very weak 
agreement between the two approaches (10% relative error), while a difference on the order of 10  or better is very good agreement (less than 0.01% error), and indicates that the transfer 
function has captured the physics of the direct simulation. We will look at both the difference 
signal as a function of time, as well as the maximum error observed in a simulation, given by 
� = 10 log max | � (�)|  
Which gives a more convenient metric for evaluating performance by putting the error into a dB 
equivalent.  
The first numeric test is a 1,000-symbol long FDTD simulation, corresponding to 1.5 million 
time steps in length. The TX and RX dipole antennas are located at a distance � = 15mm, or 4.6�. 
The direct FDTD simulation is ran, the M-QAM signal injected at the TX, and the voltage sampled 
at the RX antenna. The transfer function simulation is then ran with a delta function used to excite 
the grid. Figure 3.6 shows the difference of the two simulations in dB in time (taking the absolute 
value of the difference). Note that the maximum difference is -43.7dB, corresponding to a linear 
difference of 4.3 ∗ 10 . This indicates that the transfer function has very effectively captured the 
physics of the simulation. Additionally, we note the massive time savings between the two 
simulations - the direct simulation of the M-QAM signal took just under 24 hours using GPU 




Figure 3.6 Direct and transfer function simulation differences in time. Note the behavior is 
bounded in time.  
 
 
Figure 3.7 Linear difference of the two simulations in time. Note that the difference function 
has similarities to that of the original M-QAM signal.  





















GPU code – a speed up of 144 times. In Figure 3.7, the linear difference as a function of 
time is shown. Note that there are regions of where the difference signal reaches a maximum, and 
regions where the difference signal is a minimum. Thus, while the maximum error is -43.7dB, the 
average error in time would be substantially lower.  
It is clear that the transfer function can appropriately capture the long-term behavior of a 
system, and allow for the synthesis of arbitrary length signals through the deduced channel. The 
next verification is to see how this accuracy holds across different geometries, in this case 
represented by the two dipole antennas moved increasingly far apart. The separation distance 
between the antennas is swept from 0.01 meters to 0.3meters, or ~92�. At each distance, the direct 
and transfer function simulations are performed, and the maximum difference taken. This 
difference as a function of distance is given in Figure 3.8. When the dipole antennas are close 
together, a maximum difference of -37.2dB is observed. As they are moved apart, the difference 
decreases to a minimum of ~ − 48dB, spiking slightly at the 0.3 meter separation distance. 
 
Figure 3.8 Maximum difference in simulations with increasing separation distance.  
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The jump in difference from 0.2m to 0.3m is likely the effect of reducing the amount of 
time that the simulation at 0.3m is ran for – this effect is discussed in section 3.5. The results 
show quite convincingly that the transfer function can adequately capture the FDTD sufficiently 
well to propagate any signal through the geometry. 
3.5. Limitations and Errors of the Transfer Function Approach 
The error in the transfer function approach is higher than would be expected from the 
formulation and arguments given in section 3.4. In particular, there is the expectation that the 
calculated response should be accurate to within machine precision. While the FDTD code on the 
GPU formulation from chapter 2 uses single precision for memory conservation, this is not a 
significant source of error. Instead, a fundamental limitation of the method is at work - the GIR 
will capture the exact behavior of the FDTD grid, as observed to that point in time. This has two 
consequences. The first is that systems with chaotic behavior will be predictable up to that point 
in time only. The second is that any system whose transfer function exhibits decreasing energy in 
time will still take a potentially large number of time steps for the GIR to settle. Transient pulses 
in the grid may exist for many time steps, that still contribute a relatively large amount of energy 
to long-term grid behavior.  
To see the first point, consider the case of a source located inside a metal enclosure. The energy 
inside the box will not dissipate, and in general any sampling point in the box will have multipath 
components coming from other locations in the box throughout all the time. Thus, we should not 
expect the system response (the grid impulse response) to settle. This is demonstrated numerically. 
The TX RX system that has being used is generated in the FDTD grid, at a separation distance of 
20mm. The geometry has a PEC box enclosed around it in place of the CPML boundaries. The 
direct simulation is allowed to run for a duration of 5 symbols using a 10GSym/s modulation 
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scheme, lasting 5,469 time steps. The transfer function simulation is allowed to run for 4 times the 
duration it takes for the signal to propagate between the two antennas, for a duration of 1,816 time 
steps.  
Figure 3.9. shows the difference of the two normalized signals in time in dB. Note the region 
of ~ -150dB and below disagreement corresponds to the time when no signal should be received 
(the time of flight is 480 time steps), with values before this representing the FTL components of 
the FDTD grid. From 480 time steps through 1816 time steps, the two simulations will both 
simulate approximately the same responses in the grid. Note that immediately after 1816 timesteps, 
from time step 1817 and beyond, the simulation results begin to diverge dramatically. While time 
step 1817 still represents reasonable agreement (~ 10  difference), 14 time steps later at time step 
1831, the two simulations have diverged. The ~5dB disagreement represents completely 
unacceptable error. The direct simulation value at this point is � (1831) = 0.2788, with the 
transfer function estimate is � (1831) = 0.0574.   
Clearly, problems such as the source in a metal box will not yield useful transfer functions, 
since they are non-dissipative. We focus now on open-systems (antenna-antenna geometry), that 
are terminated in CPML boundaries. The CPML layers will absorb energy, and so the system 
response will be damped. This investigation is shown in Figures 3.10 through 3.12. Each figure 
shows the disagreement between the transfer function and regular FDTD solutions in time in dB. 
Figure 3.10 shows that instead of the poor agreement observed after the transfer simulation is 
stopped, the CPML terminated problem shows very strong agreement in time, peaking at ~ - 33dB 
difference. Before time step 1816, the peak disagreement between the two approaches is actually 














































Figure 3.11 Same geometry as in Figure 3.10, but with increased transfer function simulation 
time (2724 time steps).  
 
 
Figure 3.12 Same geometry as in Figure 3.11, but with increased transfer function simulation 
time (3632 time steps).  

















































While the presence of the absorbing layers means that the simulation will lose energy 
over time, the rate at which it loses energy (how quickly the system damps) can still be relatively 
slow. The transfer function cannot generate free information – thus, running the simulation for 
longer will (in general) decrease the error as more of the system response is captured in time, and 
the loss of energy over time will make peak disagreement smaller. In Figures 3.9 and 3.10, the 
simulation is ran for 1817 time steps (for reasons discussed in Chapter 4), but observe what 
happens when the simulation runtime is increased, to 2724 time steps and 3632 time steps in 
Figures 3.11 and 3.12. The max error decreases from -33dB for 1817 timesteps, to ~ -35dB for 
2724 time steps, and ~ -39dB for 3632 time steps.  Increasing the run time of the simulation will 
thus tend to decrease the maximum error –  moreover, as the TX-RX separation distance grows 
larger, the maximum error will also tend to decrease (coupling effects are reduced, and there are 
more CPML cells absorbing energy). This helps explain the effect seen in 3.3, as the dipole 
separation distance is increased. The antenna-antenna interaction decreases with distance, but 
because of the reduced duration going from 0.2 to 0.3m, the error increases. The consequence of 
this is that the agreement between the transfer function and the direct simulation can be made 
arbitrarily good by simply increasing the duration for which the transfer function is calculated. 
 It remains to be seen whether the error can be improved by using waveforms other than 
the delta function excitation – various other waveforms, including gaussians and sinc-style 
functions, were examined. Results from the author were inconclusive as to whether these 
waveforms could, in general, decrease the error. Additionally, while it is clear that the transfer 
function is applicable to any FDTD scheme, it seems likely that the error could be decreased in 
low-dispersion schemes, such as that in [19], where the delta function would excite a range of 




NUMERICAL STUDIES OF THE ERROR VECTOR MAGNITUDE USING TRANSFER 
FUNCTIONS 
With the transfer function validated and its limitations understood, attention can be turned 
towards its application to efficient calculation of the EVM in a variety of geometries. The EVM 
will be calculated in two test cases – the first is a free-space case, where the TX-RX system is 
swept out through a 1m separation. This is used as validation of the EVM code – for two identical 
antennas in a free space geometry, identical orientation, and no gaussian noise or other system 
impairments, the EVM will be affected solely by direct antenna-antenna influences. At high 
frequencies, the coupling at even small distances will become very small. As a result, the EVM 
should be a very small number, close to that for a back-to-back simulation of the modulated data. 
For all transfer function simulations, a common characteristic is defining the duration of the FDTD 
simulation to be related to the distance of the antenna system. The time of flight for a field to 
propagate the antenna separation distance is 
� ~ �� �� 
with �� the time step, � the antenna separation, and � the speed of light. Note that FTL components 
in the FDTD grid will traverse the distance slightly faster. The number of time steps in the transfer 
function is then  
� = �����( � �  ) 




4.1 Free Space EVM Propagation  
 While chapter 3 mostly investigated theory of the transfer function, chapter 4 is focused 
on real EVM results. Consequently, we must describe the antenna being used and its adequacy 
for mmWaves signals. The dipole antenna is implemented using two square metallic rods, with a 
vertically oriented voltage source located between them. The reflection coefficient for the 
antenna is shown in Figure 4.1, showing broadband matching from 77.3 GHz to 103GHz. The 
dipole antenna gap is 3 Yee cells, while the square rods are 3 by 3 cells in area, and 14 cells in 
length. For all free-space simulations, the air buffer is 25 cells, with an 8 cell thick CPML buffer. 
 








 The results of the free space validation are shown in Figure 4.2. The free-space case is an 
ideal test scenario for validating the EVM code, transfer function, and signal analysis in the context 
of the FDTD method. As mentioned, two antennas in free space with no noise will be able to have 
an EVM that is essentially zero, with non-zero quantities reflecting only assumptions made in the 
filtering, up/down conversion, etc. When the antennas are close together, coupling can produce 
small effects that will increase the EVM, but in general this will be a small quantity.  As seen in 
Figure 4.3, very close in, spikes in the EVM can be seen from the antenna – antenna coupling, 
where the EVM goes from ~0.01 -> 0.015%. While pronounced on the figure, note that in reality 
this is an effectively zero quantity. Note that for all simulations, the MATLAB random number 
generator is initialized to the same seed (‘default’ in this case), ensuring that the same M-QAM 
signal is generated for every simulation. This will ensure the highest quality results for the 
parametric sweep.  
 As the sweep distance increases to far away separation distances (0.4m and up), the EVM 
begins to increase from the previous near flat value. This can be attributed in part to either 
increased grid dispersion, near-grazing angles on the CPML causing poor absorption, as well as a 
general observed trend in numeric experiments that the EVM will tend to be larger when the 
simulation runs for an ‘insufficient’ amount of time.  
Taken together, the results clearly show that the FDTD injection and IQ 
modulation/demodulation produce expected results – the EVM should be closer to zero across all 
distances for the geometry here.  For these long-distance simulations up to 1 meter, examination 
of the dispersion properties reveals that acceptable error levels will be obtained by using a 80cells 












transition to save computational resources, and ensure sufficient mesh density to accurately 
capture antenna influences. The courant factor is set to 0.95 [2]. 
4.2 EVM In the Presence of an Infinite Ground Plane  
With the EVM calculation validated, a more interesting geometry is investigated that better 
reflects a real-world channel. The TX and RX antennas are placed above an infinite ground plane 
with a given height, as shown in Figure 4.3. In this geometry, there will be a strong line of sight 
(LOS) signal, as well as a reflected signal that goes from the TX -> plate reflection -> RX. This 
bounce signal will cause ISI for a variety of antenna separation distances and heights. This 
geometry reflects a practical measurement environment, where two antennas might be placed 
along a table (reflecting surface) for calibration and investigation of mmWaves signals. The IQ 
data received from the LOS signal will have interference with the delayed IQ data from the bounce 
signal. The degree to which this bounce signal will affect the EVM depends on the strength of the 
bounce signal, the time at which it arrives, and the symbol rate of the system. Figure 4.4. shows 
an example of how the EVM varies as a function of separation distance with the antennas used. 
The ‘free space’ shown here reflects the same simulation parameters, but the ground plane is 
instead replaced with a CPML boundary. The separation distance is swept through 0.12m with a 
very fine distance sweep. This is because, especially at close distances, the EVM can be strongly 
dependent on the separation distance, as seen in Figure 4.4. Close in, The EVM is near zero – as 
the separation distance increases, it quickly increases to a peak of ~4.3% (4.1% larger than the free 
space case), indicating the multipath reflected signal is the dominant contribution. The EVM 
rapidly drops off again till a second smaller peak at 41.3mm separation distance, with an EVM of 





Figure 4.4 EVM with separation distance for the geometry given in Figure 4.3. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Constellation diagram, left, of received IQ data. Non-zero EVM is observed in the 











Since a real communications system will have a level of noise associated with it, post-processing 
can be used to add noise to the demodulated IQ data. Additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) is 
assumed to exist in demodulated IQ data. Thus, the receiver will see 
� (�) = �(�) + � (�) 
� (�) = �(�) + � (�) 
Where the � and � noise are drawn from a zero-mean gaussian distribution with variance given by � = ��� , with ��� the signal to noise ratio. In general, some flat noise power will exist, 
but modeling the noise in this way is a decent approximation for emulating real systems.  
 
Figure 4.6 Noise added in post-processing to demodulated IQ data to better emulate real-
world systems.   
 
Figure 4.6 shows the ground-bounce parametric sweep with noise added in the post-










separation distances, the EVM is now dominated by the contribution from the noise power, 
creating a ‘flat’ EVM over the separation distance. Note that the prominent peak at 0.021m still 
exists, where the multi-path component significantly alters the received IQ data. In a real system, 
the SNR will (broadly speaking) increase with the separation distance, and so the EVM will not 
be so flat. Additionally, polarization dependent affects or other factors that reduce the received 
power will increase the EVM, as experimentally shown in [15]. More appropriate modeling of the 
EVM would include system level affects, and flat noise powers to work with. For instance, 
consider a receiver system that generates PDP with a noise floor of -80dB. Instead of adding noise 
to the system by considering the SNR, we could add time-domain noise based on the given noise 
floor value.  
For certain simple geometries – such as the ones presented here – a small value of � will 
in general capture the majority of the interesting system features, such as the main components of 
a ground bounce, or the line of sight component of a signal. For more complicated geometries, 
those with multiple antennas, reflectors, or other geometric features, it will be difficult to know 
when the system response has been sufficiently analyzed to justify terminating the simulation. A 
set of reflections constructively adding could change the long-term impulse response and the 
corresponding calculated waveform dramatically. A similar approach as taken here could be 
employed by estimating the approximate arrival time of pulses at points of interest in the domain, 
without assuming anything about the power of such pulses. This could help in identifying when 
clusters arrive in the GIR, and from the relative power, determine if the GIR has converged 
sufficiently to terminate. Such work is beyond the scope of this thesis, but is important for practical 





CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
This thesis has covered some of the challenges associated with the use of FDTD at 
mmWaves frequencies. The memory intensive domains and computationally expensive time steps, 
and dispersion related issues make the electrically large structures associated with mmWaves 
channel modeling difficult to handle. Chapter 2 shows how GPU assisted FDTD can be used to 
tackle generically computationally intensive problems, with relevance to the electrically large 
problems that are expected at mmWaves. Chapter 3 shows how communications modeling at 
mmWaves is made difficult from the FDTD maximum stable time step, and how this can be 
overcome to propagate arbitrary length signals using transfer functions. Some limitations of these 
functions are investigated numerically. Finally, Chapter 4 shows some practical channel modeling 
for investigating the EVM of modulated signals.  
 Future work for mmWaves channel modeling in FDTD needs to be able to address the 
memory intensive models that will be generated. Higher order methods, with the low dispersion 
schemes available there, are an extremely promising avenue. The transfer function methodology 
developed here will be directly applicable to those methods, and can enable much larger domains 
to be investigated for mmWaves or UWB purposes. Although it is not demonstrated here, note that 
the solution of the GIR in a simulation gives the solution of all signals of interest. Thus, any 
combination of filtering, modulation format, and any other waveform shaping can be investigated 
in a post-processing step, reducing � simulations to one. Systems level modeling could be further 
explored in post-processing of the received signal. Timing jitter, phase noise, and receiver transfer 




 One other promising application would be in MIMO simulations, such as a 2x2 TX-RX 
system. Running the simulation for each TX antenna, a delta function can be generated at the TX 
antenna, and the transfer function calculated at grid points of interest (RX antennas in particular, 
possibly other TX antennas). The signal anywhere in the grid for any combination of sources can 
now be solved for in a simple manner. This allows for direct FDTD modeling of MIMO systems 
and different signal combinations in practical environments.  
 
Figure 5.1 Future experimental setup of horn-horn system 
. 
  Lastly, with respect to sponsor work, the transfer function ideas developed in this thesis 
will be extended in the future to compare with measurements. A precisely calibrated source will 
have an EVM very close to zero, as the non-ideal responses have been calibrated out. By feeding 
this source into a horn antenna and receiving on another horn antenna, the antenna and channel 
EVM effects can be precisely seen. Transfer function methodology would allow for accurate 
comparison with such a well-calibrated source. Additionally, this can then be extended to looking 
at off-axis effects, such as when the horn antennas are not aligned. This could include either off-
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axis alignment, where the horn antennas are no longer aligned for maximum gain, rotational 
misalignment, where polarization mismatch can become important, or to be pointing off from 
horizontal, so that the multipath effects become more prominent. Characterization of these 
responses presents a rich experimental challenge, and ample opportunity to verify the utility of 
transfer function based FDTD for modulated signals use. The geometry of this future setup is 
shown in Figure 5.1. The horns would be at an arbitrary distance and rotation with respect to each 
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